Frontend Software Engineer
Junior - Experimented
BIOMEDICAL / AI INDUSTRY - FULL TIME CDI - Paris

Company
Located in the heart of Paris, Keen Eye Technologies is a young, fast growing, dynamic
start-up specialized in building and commercializing a cloud-based digital image analysis
platform for healthcare and biomedical research through AI algorithms. Structured on a
human scale, it manages projects in France and abroad. With an international state of mind,
English is the everyday working language.

Position
Ask Front End Developers what’s on their mind, and their answer will be: code. They make
the two-dimensional multi-dimensional and make it really fun to experience. Their philosophy
is to be able to walk the line between code junkie and artist to make beautiful unions
between form and function.
You’ll be joining a convivial and international team of 20 people including a tech team of 7
people (4 backends, 2 frontends and a QA tester). Directly under the frontend lead
developer, you’ll be involved in challenging front projects that will revolutionize the way the
world analyzes biomedical images.

What you'll do:
- Develop our core web applications for image storage, viewing, annotating and
processing,
-

Building reusable components and front-end libraries for future use,

-

Determine priorities by estimating the potential impact of projects.

Skills:
-

Proficiency in JavaScript, including DOM manipulation and the JavaScript object
model (ES6+),

-

Thorough understanding of React.js and its core principles,

-

Autonomous, building relationship, team spirit,

-

Agile startup mindset, creative thinking, motivated,

-

Fluency in English (official language in the company).

Plus:
-

Unit-testing is a friend,

-

Experience with popular React.js workflows (such as Flux or Redux),

-

Familiarity with immutability,

-

Knowledge of modern authorization mechanisms, such as JSON Web Token,

-

Familiarity with modern front-end build pipelines and tools,

-

Experience with common front-end development tools such as Babel, Webpack,
NPM, etc.

Overall main tech spectrum
Golang, Node.js, React.js, Redux, Jest, Enzyme, Webpack, WebGL, HTML5, CSS3, MongoDB,
GIT, GitLab, Google Cloud Platform...

We are based in Paris near Bastille. Please send us your cv and motivation letter to
jobs@keeneye.tech (reference KE_FRONTEND_ENGINEER_001)

